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We say that a left Λ-module M is a cogenerator of the category of left
Λ-modules if for every submodule Nt of a left Λ-module N there exists a
Λ-homomorphism / from N to M such that/(Λ/Ί)Φθ. Let {Ia} be the full set
of non isomorphic irreducible Λ-modules, and {Ea} be the set of their injective
hulls. Then a left Λ-module M is a cogenerator if and only if M contains
every ΈΛ. In this case the sum of all E^s is a direct sum by Zorn's Lemma
(see Lemma 1 [3]). A cogenerator is a faithful module (Lemma 2). The aim
of this paper is to compare the ring for which every faithful module is a cogenerator with the ring for which every faithful module is generator (see G.
Azumaya [1]). We assume every ring has units and every module is unitary.
Lemma 1. Let M be a left A-module and A be an arbitrary set of index.
Then the fallowings are equivalent.
(1) M is a cogenerator
(2) ^ΣntΞA Mv {M^M) is a cogenerator
(3) ΠVGA M v ( M V ^ M ) is a cogenerator
Proof.

(1)=§>(2)=>(3) is clear by Lemma 1 [3]. So we shall prove (3)==>(1).

Choose any EΛ, then we have Λ-maps EΛ -» Π M v -> M v where τ is a monomorphism and πv are the canonical maps. Let /v—7rv τ then we see f]ker/ v =O.
If ker / v φ 0 for every v^A, then /Λ<Ξ f] ker/ v Φθ since IΛ is irreducible and EΛ
is an essential extension of Ia. Hence M v has an isomorphic image of Ea and
M is a cogenerator.
Corollary 1. A ring A is a self-cogenerator ring if and only if every Eay
i.e., Σ Θ 2? Λ is projective.
Proof. If Σ θ £* is projective, Σ θ ^ * < Θ Σ Θ Λ, and Σ θ Λ is a cogenerator.
Hence Λ is a cogenerator by Lemma 1. Conversely if Λ is a cogenerator, Λ 0
>EΛy and EΛ is projective.
Lemma 2. / / M w α cogenerator and I w ^ left ideal of A, then ϊ=/ Λ ( r M(ϊ))
Hence every cogenerator is faithful. Conversely assume that A is a left selfcogenerator ring. Then every faithful module is a cogenerator.
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Proof. In general we have /A(**r0O)2Ϊ If tA(rM(l))^ϊy we have a Λhomomorphism / from Λ/ϊ to M such that f(ldrM(ΐ)β) Φ 0. This means that
there exists m^M such that 1^=0 and lA(rM(l)) /rcΦO, which is a contradiction
since r M (/ Δ (r M (I)))=r M (I). Thus I=/ A (r M (I)). Since 0=/ Δ (r M (0))=/(M), M is
faithful. If Λ is a left self cogenerator ring and M is a faithful left module, we
have a monomorphism/ from Λ t o Π M such that /(λ)=(λm) m e M . Hence Π M
is a cogenerator, consequently M is a cogenerator by Lemma 1.
Lemma 3. If A is a self cogenerator ring, l(x) is 0 or a minimal left ideal
for every maximal right ideal of A and r(ΐ) is an essential extension of a minimal
right ideal for every maximal left ideal. Consequently every right ideal (resp. if
A is right lower distinguished, every left ideal) constains a minimal right {resp. left)
ideal of A.
Proof. If /(x)Φθ, t=r(/(x))=r(Γ), and /(t)=/(r(Γ))=Γ, where Γ is an
arbitrary left subideal of l(x). Thus l(x) is a minimal left ideal. Let I be a
maximal left ideal. Then there exists a minimal left ideal Ax such that Λ/Ϊ^Λ#
and £(Λx)cΛ. Let j>er(ϊ), then Ay^Ajl^Ax.
Hence there exists z^E(Ax)
such that yz~x, since E(Ax) is injective. Therefore yAΏxA for any yGr(I),
and we see xA is minimal and r(ί) is an essential extension of xA. Let y be an
arbitrary element of Λ and I a maximal left ideal such that ΪΏl(y). Then there
is a Λ-homomorphism Λy£sΛ//(y)->Λ/I^ΛΛ?, where E(Ax)<ZA. Then yz=x
for some z^E(Ax)y and Λ Ά C J Λ . Since iEr(I), #Λ, consequently, yΛ contains
a minimal right ideal. Thus every right ideal contains a minimal right ideal.
If Λ is right lower distinguished, /(x)φθ for every maximal right ideal. Let I
be an arbitrary left ideal. Then ϊ=/(r(ϊ))Ξ2 l(t), where X is a maximal right ideal
such that XΞ>7\Ϊ). Therefore I contains a minimal left ideal.
Proposition 1. Let A be a left self cogenerator ring and {Ea\, {Ia} be as
before. If E(Λ=Aeoύ) then eaA is an essential extension of a minimal right ideal
xΛA. xΛA and xβA are not isomorphic for any
Proof. l(eΛ)=A(l—ea).
By Lemma 3 [3] A(l—ea)φNeΛ is a maximal ideal.
Hence Λ/Λ(/— ea)®Nea^AeaINeΛ^Axa
where E(Axoi)QA.
Then the same
argument as the proof of Lemma 3 shows that xΛA is a minimal right ideal and
eaA is an essential extension of ^Λ. If Λ^Λ^tfβΛ, then r(xΛ)=r(xβz) for some
# e Λ . Then Axa=l(r(Axa))=l(r(Axβz))=AxβZ^Axβy
since Axβ^AeβINeβ
is
minimal. This is a contradiction since AeJNea^AeβINeβ.
Hence ^ Λ ^ ^ Λ .
The following lemma is well known.
Lemma 4. Let P19 P2 be finitely generated projective module. Then
if and only if
P
J
"

P^P2

Proposition 2. // AjN is a semi-simple ring where N is the radical of Λ,
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and A is a left self cogenerator ring, then A is a finite direct sum of injective hulls
of irreducible left ideals. Every commutative self cogenerator ring is self-injective
and a direct sum of a finite number of injective hulk of irreducible ideals such that
any two of which are not isomorphic.
Proof. If A/N is semisimple, Λ has only a finite number of non isomorphic
irreducible modules, say Ily I2, •••, In. Let E{ (i=l, •••, n) be their injective hulls.
Then EJNE/s are all the non isomorphic irreducible modules by Lemma 3 [3]
and Lemma 4. Since A/N^I^+I^
yrnn^{E1jNE1)^+(E2jNE2)ob2+
...
+(EJNEn)"*9 A^E^+Efy-]
\-E*nn by Lemma 4. Let R be a commutative
self cogenerator ring. Then R^^EΛ.
Since Σ θ £ * is faithful Σ θ £ « =
θ
/ ( r ( 2 EΛ))=l(0)=R.
Then the number of Eω's is finite and any two of which
are not isomorphic.
Now we consider following two properties of a ring Λ.
(* ) Every faithful left module is a generator
(#*) Every faithful left module is a cogenerator.
Then we have
Theorem 1. Λ has Property (*) if and only if AjN is semisimple and A
has Property (#*). In case A is commutative Property (*) and Property (**) are
equivalent.
Proof. By Theorem 6 G. Azumaya [1] we see that a ring Λ has Property
(*) if and only if Λ is left self injective and a finite direct sum of indecomposable
left ideals each of which is an essential extension of a minimal left ideal. In this
case AjN is a semisimple ring (see Theorem 7 [7].) Hence the proof is straightforward by Proposition 2 and Lemma 2.
REMARK 1. Proposition 1 means that a left self cogenerator ring contains at
least the same number of the isomorphism types of irreducible right ideals as
that of irreducible left ideals. Hence if in addition AjN is a semisimple ring
Λ is right lower distinguished, since Λ/W, consequently Λ has the same number
of isomorphism types of irreducible right ideals as that of irreducible left ideals
(see Theorem 7 [1]).
REMARK

2.

Lemma 3 [3] can be stated more generally as follows.

L e m m a 5. If M is a protective, injective and indecomposable A-moduley
then M/NM is an irreducible A-module, and M is isomorphic to a principal left
ideal of A.
2

Proof. We need only to prove that M^Ae, e =e, and Ω—Horn (Ae, Ae)
is a local ring. Since M is Λ-projective, M is contained in a free Λ-module,
m

F=^Aua.

Let m be a non zero element of M and m=^]Xiucύiy
1

λ,eΛ.
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If λ λ t = 0 implies \m=0 for any λ G Λ and some z, then Λ m ^ Λ λ . c Λ . If
we consider the projection πΛi of F t o Λ, then M^πΛi{M) since Mis an essential
extension of Am. If λ/raφO and λ λ ^ O for some λGΛ, then replacing m by
n

Xm we may assume m=yΣi\iucύi.

Repeating this argument we can show as

2

above that M^Ae, e —e. Since Ae is an essential extension of every subideal,
we can easily show that Horn (Ae> Λtf)~£Λ£ is a local ring. Then the same
proof as Lemma 3 [3] shows that MjNM is irreducible.
The author rewrote this paper after Osofsky's paper appeared, and he gives
thanks to M. Harada for helpful suggestions.
OSAKA CITY UNIVERSITY
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